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has been far too much stress laid upon the child's establishing
this social essential of bladder and bowel control early.
Eating.—^ It is astonishing how soon the baby adjusts to
a regularity of schedule that is probably far different from
his own biological rhythm. He learns to be hungry at the
appointed feeding time, if he is consistently fed at regular
intervals. If he cries from hunger half an hour before feed-
ing time, the crying may be arrested by giving him a drink
of water or changing his bodily position. If a baby con-
tinues to cry before feeding, a change in routine may be
indicated that xvould correspond more closely to his present
physiological status. Things outside the baby himself, such
as traveling, the cook's departure, unexpected visitors, or
parties, should not generally be allowed to interfere with
'the progress he is making in acquiring the necessary routine
habits of our society. Parents who have never adjusted
themselves to a definite schedule experience a real struggle
in maintaining regularity for the baby. This is one of
many ways in which children educate their parents.
Eating is frequently less interesting to the not-very-hungry
baby than other things. Accordingly, such a baby should be
fed in a room relatively free from distractions. Some babies
would rather look than eat. If there are too many interest-
ing sights and sounds, the baby may prefer to pay attention
to them rather than to the feeding process. Most babies
love excitement, and if they are not too hungry, would
rather see their mother's consternation at their lack of ap-
petite, than eat.
It is not unnatural for a baby to spit out a new food.
Doing so does not mean that he dislikes it. It may merely
be his reaction to a new consistency or flavor. If well-
prepared, wholesome food is placed before the child who
feels free to choose whether he will eat it or not, without
comment by the parent and without being offered a sub-
stitute, he will learn to acquire "a reasonable repertoire" of
tastes and feel no loss of personal prestige in the eating
situation. Among the thirty-six children at St. George's
Nursery School over a period of six months there were only

